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Introduction
What is RaptorAI Multi-Purpose AI?
RaptorAI Multi-Purpose AI, also known as RAMPA or RaptorAI 2.0, is an artificial
intelligence engine designed for the Unity game engine. Multi-Purpose AI means that this
package is designed for generic purposes and allows you to create a huge variety of
different AI behaviours. Thus, this package should be used as a toolkit rather than a
solution to a specific problem. RaptorAI is designed for flexibility and allows you to
create very complex or very simple AI depending on your project’s needs.

What is not included in RaptorAI?
RaptorAI is not a pathfinding package and relies on existing pathfinding solutions. The
package comes with built-in support for Unity’s Navmesh System and A* Pathfinding
Project by Aron Granberg. That being said, it is possible to create custom navigators that
allows for other pathfinding solutions.

Using the documentation
This documentation is divided into three main sections. Section 1, the basics, covers the
basics of the engine and tells you how to start settings up AI agents. Section 2, more
features describes more features that the engine has to offer. Section 3, engine
architecture, is all about explaining what is actually happening behind the scenes and the
underlying structure. This is a good section to read up on if you are unsure what the
engine actually does. Section 4, extending the engine, is about creating your own
navigators and nodes to fully extend the engine in order to fit your project’s needs.
To summarize, sections 1 and 2 are the most important sections and section 3 is handy if
you want to know more about how the engine actually work. Section 4 is about flexibility
and extending the engine to fit your needs.
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The basics – For getting started
Setting up an AI agent
Setting up an AI agent is the first step and is very simple to do. In this example, we are
going to use the Faceless Robot object shown below as our agent. You can find the
Faceless Robot in example scene 7.

This gameobject is purely made using built-in Unity objects, but you can use custom
meshes in the same way. Note that it is a good idea to make the top parent of the
gameobject an empty gameobject in order to avoid issues. As you can see in the image
below, the top parent of this gameobject is empty.

Turning this gameobject into an AI agent is very simple. All you have to do is select the
top parent of the object (in this case FacelessRobot), go to the Unity menu and select
RaptorAI → Create AI Agent.
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As you can see, there is now an AIController component attached to the top parent and
there is also a new child gameobject called “AI Settings”. The AIController component is
what you use to configure your new AI agent. Do not worry about the “AI Settings”
gameobject as that is only used by the underlying engine.

What should the structure of my AI agent gameobject look like?
There is no mandatory structure that the agent gameobject needs to have, but it is
recommended to follow the structure described below in order to avoid issues. Note that
all these points are covered by the Faceless Robot agent, so you can look at that for
reference.
1. The top parent of the AI agent gameobject should not be a mesh. An empty
gameobject is preferable
2. Neither the top parent or any of its children should have a collider that is not a
trigger. Having a collider with trigger enabled is fine, but a normal collider will
often result in unexpected glitches
3. Navigator agent components should be in the top parent. For example, the “Nav
Mesh Agent” component that is used by Unity’s built-in navmesh system should be
placed in the top parent along with the AIController script
4. All the mesh / visual parts of the gameobject should be children of a “Holder”
parent. This is useful if the feet are below the ground, because all you have to do is
change the “Holder” transform
5. The Animator component (if the AI agent is expected to use animations) should be
in the “Holder” gameobject. This is to ensure that the navigator agent component
of the top parent is not interfering with the animations
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Configuring the AIController component
The AIController component is the “brain” of your AI agent. The AIController component
is divided into six sections: Behaviour, Navigator, Components, Animation, Properties
and Other. Behaviour and Navigator are the most important ones and the other four
contain features that are optional.

Behaviour
This is where you set up the actual behaviour of the AI agent. This is what defines what
your agent will actually do. The first thing you have to do is set the start behaviour of your
agent. This will be the behaviour of your AI when the game starts or when the agent is
instantiated. This can either be a state or a behaviour tree and which one you pick is up to
you. More on creating states and behaviour trees later in this documentation.
The engine allows you to switch between states and behaviour trees and this is where the
“other states” and “other behaviours” come in. If you want the AI agent to be able to
switch between behaviours you have to configure them as well as either an “other state”
or an “other behaviour”. It is also worth mentioning that you can switch from a behaviour
tree to a state and from a state to a behaviour tree in addition to state-to-state and
behaviour-to-behaviour.
If your state does not show in the drop-down menus, you have to go into the Other tab and
click on “Scan for navigators and states” and your states should appear. You have to do this
every time you create a new state or completely delete a state.
Let’s show an example using the Faceless Robot. We want to assign the start behaviour to
be a behaviour tree called “Robot”. The first thing we have to do is click on the “Use
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behaviour tree instead of state as start” button.

Then, we select the “Robot” behaviour tree as the start behaviour.

Our start behaviour is now all set up! Now, the Robot behaviour tree will never switch to
another state / behaviour tree, but let’s pretend that it does. Let’s say that it will at some
point switch to the state called “MyState”. If we leave the settings like they are right now,
we will get an error when Robot tries to switch to MyState. To avoid this, we have to add
MyState to the list of “other states”. Start by clicking on “+Add state”

Proceed by selecting the other state that you want. In this case it is MyState.
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Some states might show you some additional variables that you might need to assign
values. MyState is an example of such a state. As you can see, it displays “Variable 1” and
“Variable 2”. These variables may or may not be optional to handle depending on the
state.
If Robot were to switch to another behaviour tree instead, you would have to do the same,
but use the “+Add behaviour” button instead.

Navigator
The navigator tab is important as this is where you select the navigator responsible for
moving the AI agent. There are two navigators by default unless you create your own.
We are going to tell the FacelessRobot to use unity’s built-in navmesh system for
navigation and we will therefore change the navigator to AINavmeshNavigator like shown
below.

As you can see, two variables are now shown. For this example, we don’t need to worry
about the Max Sample Distance, but the Agent variable is a required field.
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Therefore, we have to add the “Nav Mesh Agent” component to the top parent of our
object. Then, we hold our mouse over the “Nav Mesh Agent” text in bold and drag the
nav mesh agent component into the “Agent” field to assign it. If you are using the
AIAstarNavigator (for A* Pathfinding Project navigation), then you have to add the script
“AIAstarPath” instead of the “Nav Mesh Agent” component. Simple, right?

Components
This is one of the optional tabs and you don’t need to use it if you don’t want to. The
Components tab is what you will use to create and manage senses and objects. More on
senses and objects later in this documentation. It is possible to setup components
manually, but it is strongly recommended to use the Components tab as it will do it
automatically for you.
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To add a new sense, select the type of sense you want to add and click on the “+ Add
sense” button. This will create a new sense with the name “New sense”.

You can rename it directly from the Components tab. This rename function will rename
the “name” field for the actual sense, but also the actual gameobject itself like shown
below:
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To find and configure the actual sense, you can click on the “Find” button which will
locate it for you. The same mechanics apply to objects as well.

Animation
This is one of the optional tabs and you don’t need to use it if you don’t want to. The
Animation tab is if you want to assign an Animation Profile to this AI agent. Animation
Profiles tell your agent how to animate. Animation Profiles are completely optional for
animation in general and you can handle your animation in states or other scripts if you
don’t want to use Animation Profiles. In order to assign an Animation Profile to an AI agent
you just select the Animation Profile from the drop-down menu and also assign the
Animator for this agent.

It is recommended to have your Animator component on the “Holder” gameobject. See
the “What should the structure of my AI agent gameobject look like?” section for more on
this.
Your Animation Profile is now all set up! More on creating Animation Profiles later in the
documentation.
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Properties
The properties tab is also one of the optional tabs you have. It contains three optional
fields: AIGroup, AI Tag and AI Body. AIGroup defines what group the agent is part of and
therefore its relationships to other groups. The AI Tag is like the regular tags in Unity and
can be used in the same way to identify certain AI agents. The AI Body variable is if you
need to specify a custom AI body used for getting the location of the agent. By default,
this will be set to the top parent.

Modules
The modules tab is another optional tab. It allows you to add modules to your agent.
Modules differ from states in that they always run in the background until they are turned
on and run concurrently with other modules. An example of a module is the
AutoSlopeModule that automatically aligns the agent’s rotation to match the ground
(useful for a spider for instance).

Other
The Other tab is the last optional tab that is available and contains other functions that
might be useful. The tab has two buttons that each perform two different functions.

Scan for new or deleted scripts: This will update the Editor caches containing the lists of all
the available scripts like states, navigators, senses and objects. This is important when
you create new scripts or delete old ones to ensure that it will appear / disappear in the
popup menu.
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Clear AI Settings for unused states: This will remove any scripts from the AI Settings that
are not used by the agent.

Creating your first state
Creating states is pretty straightforward. You start by creating a new script and you can
call it what you want. To demonstrate, we are going to use the “MyState” script as an
example. The first thing we have to do is to include the RaptorAI namespace and make
MyState a subclass of AIState like shown below.

Now, if we leave the script like this, we are going to get errors in the Console because
AIState contain functions that we have to override. The easiest way to include all the
functions that have to be overwritten, we can right click “AIState” right after the colon
and select Refactor → Implement abstract members.
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The script now looks like this:

You can make it look a little nicer if you want to.
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Before we make any changes to the script, we can update the Editor cache by selecting
any AI agent, going to the Other tab and clicking on “Scan for new or deleted scripts”.
You can wait until your whole script is finished before you click this button, but it is a
good idea to do it now while you remember it.

Your basic state is now set up and can be used by any AI agent. However, in its current
way it does absolutely nothing, so let’s change that.

As you can see, the state will now output messages based on which of the three functions
that will be called.
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UpdateState will get called every update cycle when the state is the currently active state.
OnStateSwitch will get called right before another state becomes active and this state
becomes inactive.
OnStateStart will get called when this state becomes active, right before the first update
cycle.

Creating your first behaviour tree
To start creating behaviour trees, we have to open up the behaviour configuration
window. To do this, we go to the menu and select RaptorAI → AI Behaviour Tree Config.

To create a new behaviour tree, simply enter the name of the new behaviour tree and
click on “Create”. In this example, we will create the behaviour tree “Robot” which will
be used for the FacelessRobot that we set up earlier. To start configuring a behaviour
tree, simply select it from the popup menu.

Now we are ready to configure the behaviour tree. As you can see, there is a default node
called “ROOT” which is the root of the tree and cannot be removed. The ROOT node
functions the same way that a “Sequence” node does. More on the different nodes later in
this documentation.
To add a new node, simply right click the parent (in this case ROOT) and select the node
you want to add. For this example, we want to add the Navigator node.
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To configure this node, we have to click on it on the left side.

Let’s now give it a name so that it’s easier to know what it actually does when we look at
the node hierarchy later. We want this node to make the AI agent randomly navigate a
simple waypoint system, so let’s call it “Navigate Simple Waypoint System” (more on
waypoint systems later in this documentation).

As you can see, there are a few options available within the Navigator node. Let’s first
change the Action to “Navigate Simple Waypoint System” as that was what we wanted.

Now, the Destination option has been replaced by two other options.
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You might have noticed that some of the options have a button next to them with the label
“C”, “M” or “D”. This stands for “Custom”, “Memory” and “Database” respectively and
decides the value retrieval method.
Custom means that the value you enter will be the actual value used
Memory means that it will find a value from the AI agent’s memory with the name entered
Database means that it will find a value from the universal database with the name
entered
In other words, Custom is not flexible and its value will never change, while Memory and
Database values may change during runtime. Some options support only one or some of
these three value retrieval methods.
For our example, we will not change the default value retrieval methods. We will,
however, enter a name for the Simple Waypoint System. We will try and retrieve the
waypoint system called “TestSystem”.

This means that if you have created a simple waypoint system called TestSystem, the AI
agent will navigate this system when it is assigned this behaviour tree. Creating waypoint
systems are covered later in this documentation.
If you want to delete a node, simply select the node on the left panel, right click and then
“Delete”.

You can read more about using the Behaviour Tree Configuration UI in the next chapter.
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More features – For more powerful usage
Senses and Objects that comes with this package
Visual Sense
The visual sense is probably the most useful sense and the one you will be using the
most. The visual sense uses colliders and line-of-sight in order to detect objects that may
or may not have a visual representation. This means that the object doesn’t need to
actually be visible for it to be detected.
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There are a few components that you will use when configuring the visual sense. One of
them is the actual AIVisualSense script itself.
The AICollider script determines the collider that the visual sense should use for
detection (Box, Sphere, Capsule, Camera). Box works well for a proximity kind of thing,
while camera works well if you want your agent to have eyes.
The AIPoints script determines the origins of the rays that are used for line-of-sight. By
default, this is set to one point at (0, 0, 0). You can have multiple origins but, in most
cases, one will suffice. Adding more ray origins will decrease performance but will
increase accuracy.

Visual Object
The visual object is an object that can be detected by visual senses. Like the visual sense,
it has the AICollider component.

The AICollider script determines the collider that the visual sense can detect (Box,
Sphere, Capsule, Camera). Box works well for a proximity kind of thing, while there is no
real usage for the Camera collider on visual objects.
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AIFastCameraSense
The AIFastCameraSense is similar to the Visual Sense and provides line-of-sight
functionality as well. The difference between this sense and a Visual Sense using Camera
mode is that this sense does not make use of a collider. It also detects the object purely
by checking for its center (does not apply to line-of-sight). Note that the camera can be
disabled and it will still work as intended. The “Center and Corner Rays” line-of-sight
type applies to center of the AIFastCameraObject and its AIPoints if any are defined.
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AIFastCameraObject
The AIFastCameraObject only requires a name and you can optionally add more ray
points for more accurate line-of-sight detection.

Audio Sense
The audio sense is used for detecting sounds from audio objects. This can be used to
detect footsteps for instance if you want an agent to have this capability. The audio object
is detected if the volume value gathered from the object is greater than the volume
threshold in the audio sense. So, if volume from audio object is 10 and the volume
threshold is 5, the object is detected because 10 >= 5.

AudioObject
The audio object is an object that can be detected by audio senses. The audio source is
used for calculating a volume that is then used by the audio sense to determine if the
object is detected or not. If audio source is not playing, the volume will always be 0. The
volume value is dependent on the mode selected and the distance from the sense to the
object.
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Scent Sense
The scent sense is used for detecting “smells”. The scent object leaves behind scent
nodes that the sense can “smell” (detect). When detected, the AI agent can follow the
trail of scent objects until it finds the AI object through another sense or until it can smell
the actual object itself.
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Scent Object
The scent object leaves behind a trail of scent nodes that the scent sense can detect and
follow.

Modules that comes with this package
AIAutoSlopeModule
The Auto Slope Module automatically rotates the AI Holder (or whatever gameobject you
set) so that the feet of the AI agent match the angle of the ground. This is useful for things
like spiders for instance that want to match the slope of the terrain at all times.
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You can choose between terrain and raycast mode to calculate the normal of the ground.
Terrain mode extracts this data directly from the terrain data of the given terrain, while
raycast sends out a ray downwards towards the ground at each controller update.

Adding AI Objects to gameobjects that are not AI agents (Object Manager)
To add an AI Object to non-agents, like a food object for instance, you have to add the
“Object Manager” component. You can find it under Components → RaptorAI → Object
Manager

You can then easily add or delete AI objects. When you are done, you can click on the
“Done using object manager” button and the object manager will disappear.

Adding anything to Universal AI Memory from in Hierarchy (Universal Memory Adder)
The AIUniversalMemoryAdder lets you add objects to the Universal AI Memory on Awake
an easy way. You can find it under Components → RaptorAI → Universal Memory Adder.
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Then, all you have to do is to add all the items you want added to the Universal Memory
on Awake to the “Items To Add” list and enter the name you want each item to have.

Simple Waypoint Systems
Simple Waypoint Systems are systems where each waypoint can only have a maximum of
two connections. This means that there is only one path available, so you can only go
forwards and backwards. Unlike advanced waypoint systems, there is always one start
and end waypoint since there is only one path that the AI agent can traverse.

Setting up a Simple Waypoint System
To start setting up a Simple Waypoint System, go to the unity menu and select RaptorAI →
Create Simple Waypoint System.
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Now that we have the components ready, we can give the waypoint system an
appropriate name. In this example, we will name it “Simple System”.
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All we have to do now is configure the actual waypoints. We can select the waypoints
“Waypoint” and “Waypoint (1)” and move them around to position them where we want
them. We can also move the entire waypoint system gameobject to position the entire
waypoint system better. If you want to add more waypoints, you simply select the last
waypoint and duplicate it (CTRL + D). Simple Waypoint System waypoints are easier to
configure since you do not need to worry about the different connections between them.

Advanced Waypoint Systems
Advanced Waypoint Systems are systems where each waypoint can have an unlimited
amount of connections. This means that there are a variety of different paths that the agent
can take. The different paths are calculated using the Breadth-First Search (BFS)
algorithm. It is possible to calculate the shortest possible path or the agent can choose a
completely random path to reach its destination. As of v2.2, it is now also possible to
cache all the routes on awake which drastically improves performance because it never
re-calculates a path again. It does increase RAM consumption and initial load time is
longer however.
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Setting up an Advanced Waypoint System
To start setting up a Simple Waypoint System, go to the unity menu and select RaptorAI →
Create Advanced Waypoint System.
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Now that we have the components ready, we can give the waypoint system an
appropriate name. In this example, we will name it “Advanced System”.

All we have to do now is configure the actual waypoints. We can select the waypoints
“Waypoint” and “Waypoint (1)” and move them around to position them where we want
them. We can also move the entire waypoint system gameobject to position the entire
waypoint system better. If you want to add more waypoints, you simply select a waypoint
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you want the new waypoint to have a connection to and click on ‘Extend’.

In order to add a connection or remove a connection between two waypoints, select them
and click on either the “Connect” button or “Disconnect” button. Remember that
advanced waypoint systems can have unlimited connections. You can see each
waypoint’s connection in the “Connections” list.

Animation Profiles
Animation Profiles can be used to control AI agent animation. Animation profiles are
updated separately to AI Controllers, but you assign animation profiles through the AI
Controller component under the “Animation” tab. Animation profiles are totally optional
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and you can control the AI agent animation through code or purely through mecanim if
you wish to. Animation profiles are used to set various variables in an Animator
(mecanim) if certain conditions are met. Each profile is divided into ‘action sets’ that each
act as its own if statement. To start creating animation profiles, open up the Animation
Profile window by going to the menu and selecting RaptorAI → AI Animation Config.

Enter the name of your new animation profile and click “Create”.

You can then select it in the “Selected Profile” popup.

Start by adding a new animation action set.

You can now configure this set to set various values in the Animator based on the
conditions of your choosing. “Fallback actions” are actions that will be performed if any
of the conditions fail. After v2.1 you can use an entire new set as a fallback option.
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One condition could for example be if the navigator speed (speed of agent) is over a
certain threshold and that that would set the “Walk” bool in the Animator to true. This is
exactly what the “Robot” animation profile does (shown below).

Using the Behaviour Tree Configuration UI
Start by opening the window by going to the RaptorAI menu → AI Behaviour Tree Config.
It looks like this:
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Nr. 1 is the selected behaviour tree that you are working with. Nr. 2 is how you create a
new behaviour tree. You give it a name and click “Create”. Nr. 3 Is used for scanning for
new behaviour nodes. Alternatively, you can update this through AIController → Other →
Update caches. You need to update the node cache every time you create / delete
behaviour nodes. Nr. 4 displays whether or not an AI Controller is selected in the
hierarchy. This is useful during runtime, because you can select an AIController and
debug the behaviour tree that is running. Once you create a new behaviour tree and
select it, it looks like this:

To add nodes, you right click the parent node and a context menu will appear. Since we
have no nodes yet, we right-click “ROOT” instead. You can think of “ROOT” as a
sequence node since the top nodes are processed like if their parent was a sequence
node (see “How behaviour trees are processed” later in this chapter).

After adding your node, you can select it and configure its properties (if it has any).
Selected nodes are more lightly coloured. than other nodes. Note that all nodes have a
name property. You can see the name shows to the right of the node icon.
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There is also a help button “?” that displays information about this type of node. Below is
the help information for the Debug node.

More context menu features
Nodes have more context menu features that the “ROOT” node does not have. You can
see them below.

“Add Node” adds a node and uses this node as its parent. This only works for composite
and decorator nodes. “Replace with” replaces the node with another node. It keeps its
children too, so don’t worry about deleting a long chain of nodes. Moving its index means
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that it moves up / down without changing parent. Moving layer means changing the
node’s parent up / down. Changing its layer to a higher one makes it a parent of the node
above it. “Delete” deletes the node and all its children (displays a prompt before doing
so).

Keyboard Shortcuts
There are also shortcuts that you can use instead of right-clicking and clicking on the
various options all the time. These keyboard shortcuts apply for nodes that you hold your
cursor over when performing the shortcut. Here is a list of the keyboard shortcuts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

[Del] → Displays delete prompt for this node
[Ctrl] + [Del] → Deletes node without displaying warning
[Ctrl] + [Arrow Up] → Moves node up one index
[Ctrl] + [Arrow Down] → Moves node down one index
[Ctrl] + [Arrow Left] → Moves node up one layer
[Ctrl] + [Arrow Right] → Moves node down one layer
[Ctrl] + [Q] → Displays context menu (right-click menu)

NOTE: You can use right ctrl as well as left ctrl (you only need one hand if you use right
ctrl which makes it faster as you can use your mouse to quickly move between various
nodes).

AI Inspector
The AI Inspector window can be found if you go to the menu and find RaptorAI → AI
Inspector. The AI Inspector allows you to inspect values stored in AI Memory and the AI
Database at runtime.

“Find” will select the corresponding gameobject in the hierarchy.
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“Trace” will show you information about when the value was added to the memory /
database and also which script actually called the function to add it along with the stack
trace. This feature can only be used if extended debugging support is enabled in the
RaptorAI Settings.

Using the AIGroup Configuration UI
To start using the AIGroup Configuration UI, go to RaptorAI → AI Group Config.

To create a new group, simply enter the name of the group in the “New group name”
textbox and click Create. You can then find the new group under the Selected Group
dropdown.

As you can see, there is a default attitude and you can add custom relationships to other
groups or towards members of its own group. This is the attitude that members of this
group feel towards the other group and it is possible that the other group has a different
attitude towards this one. NOTE that in v2.2.0 these relationships have no real effect
unless you manually include it in your code. Further changes to the group system will
happen in future updates.
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Presets
Presets are available when writing states. Presets are pre-made functions that let you
perform various calculations. In order to access presets within a state, simply write
“presets.[FUNCTION]” like shown below.

Presets contain useful functions that you can utilize if you want to. You can also create
your own presets. Instructions on how to do this is described in the
“RaptorAI/Utilities/CustomPresets.cs” script.

AITags
AI Tags are very similar to Unity’s built-in tags, but they are a bit more flexible. Unity’s
tags require you to create tags from a list, while AI tags work by just entering a string. AI
Tags are completely optional and you can use unity’s system if you want to. AI Tags are
not case sensitive by default. To get the AI Tag of an AI agent, you just find the “aiTag”
variable found in the AIController or state (shown below). You can then compare the tag
to another tag or a string by using the “aiTag.SameAs” function.

To set the tag of an AI agent, go to the agent’s controller component → Properties and
then type in the tag.
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Engine architecture – For understanding the engine
RaptorAI Manager
The RaptorAI Manager is what controls the update cycle of all the AI agents. You can find
it in the hierarchy if you look for the “RaptorAI Manager” gameobject unless it is hidden.
If you cannot find the RaptorAI Manager, you should go into the RaptorAI Settings
(RaptorAI dropdown → Settings) and either make it visible or click the “Go to RaptorAI
Manager” button.

There are settings in The AI Manager that you can change in order to increase
performance. You can change the number of updates that should happen per second for
both the controllers (controlling the AI behaviour) and the animation profiles used by the
controllers. Alternatively, you can choose to update the controller behaviours and
animation profiles every frame instead of at a fixed rate.

RaptorAI Settings
RaptorAI Settings are available under the menu. If you click on RaptorAI → Settings the
settings window will appear.
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In the RaptorAI Settings you can toggle support for A* Pathfinding Pro and Extended
Debugging. There is also some editor settings that you can change.

AI Controller
The AI Controller is the “brain” of the AI agent and controls everything. This is the
component where you configure everything.

Navigators
Navigators are responsible for AI agent movement and pathfinding. Without navigators,
the AI agent would never move. There are currently two navigators included in this
package, but you can create your own if you want to. The nice thing about navigators is
that if you want to switch to another navigator you just have to select it from the popup
menu and you don’t need to change your existing code!
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Senses and Objects
Senses in this package is the same as sensors. Senses allow you to detect objects and is a
very useful way for AI agents to interact with the game. Each sense type has a
corresponding sense type, so a visual sense will only detect visual objects for instance.
You can either use one of the three senses / objects provided in the package or create
your own senses / objects. Adding senses and objects to your AI agent was described
previously in the last chapter and is therefore not covered here. Note that senses can only
be added to AI agents, while objects can be added to any gameobject (like a food object
for instance that is not an agent). Here is an explanation on how you use the three senses
with the three objects provided in this package. You can see what each variable in the
components are used for by hovering over them in the inspector (a tooltip will appear).

Modules
Modules are scripts that run concurrently with other modules and states and is not
affected by the state / behaviour that is running. For example, the AIAutoSlopeModule
automatically aligns the AI agent to fit the terrain it is on. It is possible to start / stop
modules from states.

How behaviour trees are processed
Behaviour trees are “ticked” (processed) every update just like states are. Every update,
the whole tree is traversed from the top and the nodes will get ticked one by one, starting
with the first node. This happens regardless of the last return status of the nodes, but the
last return status determines the actual behaviour of the nodes. Whenever a composite
node is ticked, it will also tick its children (doesn’t have to be all of them or any of them, it
purely depends on the composite node in question) before it returns a status.

Behaviour tree nodes
Behaviour tree nodes are what makes up a behaviour tree. They have three return
statuses: Success, running and failure. The return status determines the flow of the
behaviours. There are also three main node types: Composite, Decorator and Leaf. The
different between them is described below.
Composite: Composite nodes can contain an unlimited number of children and are used
to control how the child nodes will be executed. Composite nodes rarely do any actions
themselves, but rather control how and when nodes are executed.
Decorator: Decorator nodes must always contain one child node, but not more than one.
They are usually used to manipulate the child’s return status in some way.
Leaf: Leaf nodes are nodes that actually perform actions and cannot have any children.
To learn how each of the nodes provided in the engine behaves, you can click the “?”
button in the right panel in the behaviour configuration window.
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AI Memory
The AI Memory is a place to store values for AI agents. Each agent has its own individual
memory, so memory values are not universal. The AI Memory can store any kind of value
type, unlike the AI Database which can only store AI components. The AI Memory can
also only store one value per name (arrays and lists count as one value), but you are
allowed to change the value and value type. That means that if you have a Vector3 (1, 1,
1) stored under the name “position”, you can change “position” into a float 5 for instance.
AI Memory is useful for storing values between states and behaviour trees and can also
be used by animation profiles.

AI Universal Memory
The AI Universal Memory is exactly the same as the AIMemory, except for the fact that it
is global and can be accessed by every single AIAgent and other scripts as well. It is
used by the AutoSlopeModule for instance in order to fetch which terrain to use when
terrain mode is set.

AI Database
The AI Database is a place to stored AI components that can be easily accessed by states
and behaviour trees. The AI Database is universal, which means that it is shared between
all AI agents. The AI Database can only store AI components (subclasses of AIBase),
unlike the AI Memory which can store any value type. This includes senses, objects and
waypoint systems. All senses, objects and waypoint systems will be added to the
database on awake automatically by default if not disabled. The AI Database can store
multiple values per name (arrays and lists count as one value) as long as they have the
same value type. This means that if you have multiple “Food” visual objects, they will all
be stored and accessible under the name “Food”.
AI Database is useful for retrieving AI components that you need to access in order to get
the behaviour you want. If you want detect an object for instance, all you have to do is
grab the AIObject component using the name and check if it is detected.

AIWaypointSystem, AIWaypoint, AIWaypointPath and AIWaypointPathSet
The four waypoint related scripts may seem a little confusing at first. AIWaypointSystem
is the component located in the parent of all waypoints in a waypoint system (simple of
advanced). Each of these waypoints have the AIWaypoint component attached to them.
AIWaypointPath is a class holding information about a particular path from one waypoint
to another, unlike AIWaypointSystem which contains information about all the waypoints
without a particular path. AIWaypointPathSet contains multiple AIWaypointPaths and you
can pick one waypoint path from this set based on distance or pure random selection.
Waypoint Path Sets are not that useful for simple waypoint systems as they only have one
possible path, while advanced waypoint systems may have multiple paths from one
waypoint to another.

AICollider
The AIColldier class handles colliders and collision. It is primarily used by the visual
sense and visual object components in order to check if a visual object has been
detected.
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AIPoints
The AIPoints class is very simple and its only purpose is to store and represent a list of
points. It does nothing by itself but is used by other components such as the visual object
component.

Gizmo Utility
The Gizmo Utility is a tool for displaying gizmos (from various components) in the scene
view. It allows you to change the colour of the various gizmos and select which draw
mode you want to better display the gizmos you want. You can also choose to disable
gizmos altogether.
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Extending the Engine – For complete customization
Overriding the AIBase virtual functions
The AIBase contains a few functions that you can override in any subclass of AIBase. AI
Navigators, Senses, Objects and States are all subclasses of AIBase and these functions
can be very useful.

Displaying variables in the AI Controller
In order to display variables in the AI Controller (applies to navigators, senses, objects
and states), you need to override the “GetVariablesToSerialize” function like shown
below. This example shows how this is done in a custom navigator, but you can do this in
senses, objects and your own states as well. Note that the variables you want to show
have to be public or at least serializable.

Within the new SerializableVariable array, you specify which variables you want to
display in the AIController. The first parameter is the exact variable name and the second
parameter is what should be displayed in the AI Controller. Below is an example of how
this would look.
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It is also possible to make it so that variables are not shown unless a condition is true. An
example of this is where you want to display a variable if another variable has a specific
value. This is purely optional and only affects how organized your variables look in the
inspector. In this example, we will only display the variable “speed” if the variable
“showSpeed” is set to true. You start by doing the same procedure as in the first
example.

Both the “showSpeed” and “speed” variable will now be displayed at all times no matter
what, which is not what we want. In order to achieve the effect that we want, we will have
to add some extra parameters.

The third parameter (displayFunction) determines if the variable should be displayed or
not. The fourth parameter (valueFunction) only returns the actual variable.
Since the “showSpeed” variable should be displayed at all times, we do not need to
worry about the displayFunction variable and we will pass “null” as the parameter. We
will need to implement the valueFunction though. The easiest way to do this, is to type in
“() => {}” as the variable.

Within the brackets, you return the actual variable.
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Why do we need to do this, you may ask? Well, we need a way to get the value of
showSpeed within the displayFunction of the “speed” variable in order to check if it
should be displayed or not. We will now pass the displayFunction parameter for the
“speed” variable. We do this by passing the parameter “(SerializableVariable[]
variables) => {}”. This time we are given a SerializableVariable array which will help us.

Within the brackets, you have to return either true of false. True means that the variable
should be displayed, while false means that it will not. You will now see why we added
the valueFunction to the “showSpeed” variable. The “variables” array that we are given
is the same as the array that we have created within the “GetVariablesToSerialize”
function. In order to access the “showSpeed” value, we use
“variables[0].valueFunction()”, since the “showSpeed” is the first one listed in our array.
We can now create an if statement to check if our value is the one that we want it to be.

This means that when “showSpeed” is checked in the AI Controller, the “speed” will be
shown. It will hide again when “showSpeed” is unchecked. You can see the result below.
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Automatically add additional required components
Sometimes your senses / object / navigator will require other components attached as
well as the script itself. It is not recommended to use the [RequireComponent] attribute
provided by Unity. For example, the audio object needs an audiosource component
attached to it. In order to do this, you override the “GetRequiredComponentTypes”
function like shown below.

This will automatically add an AudioSource component to the object / sense when it is
added under the Components tab in the AI Controller.
If you use this in your navigator it will attach the components to the top parent and not the
same gameobject (attaching these scripts to the AISettings is not good).

The Setup function for senses, objects and navigators
The Setup function can be overridden by senses, objects and navigators and will run
when the sense / object is added to the AI Controller or when you switch to a navigator
(will only run once you attach the actual script and never in-game). The example below is
taken from the visual object.

This will configure the rigidbody script when the object is added via the AI Controller
Components tab. The Setup function runs after the components in
“GetRequiredComponentTypes” have been attached (see section over about this), so use
this function if you want to do something extra with the components that are added.

The GetName function
The “GetName” function is a function you can pretty much ignore. It is a function used
internally by the engine.

Creating custom navigators
To create a custom navigator, you first create a new script. In this example, we will call it
“MyNavigator”. Then, make it a subclass of AINavigator (make sure you have included
the RaptorAI namespace). After you have done that, you have to implement the abstract
members. You can do this easily in MonoDevelop like shown below (right click
AINavigator → Refactor → Implement abstract members).
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Then, all you have to do is fill in the various getters and setters. If you are unsure what
each of the variables are for, you can type in the name of the variable so that it shows up
in the list in MonoDevelop (like shown below) to display the information about what the
variable does.
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You also have the option to treat the variables like normal variables instead of treating
them like functions (which is what getters and setters essentially do). All you have to do to
achieve this is to remove the brackets and use a semicolon instead (see the destination
variable below). This is especially useful if you create your own movement logic.

If you want movement logic within your navigator (you will need this if you do not have
another script that handles movement), you can use the “UpdateNavigator” function like
shown below. Keep it empty if you choose not to use it.

Also, if you want variables to show up when configuring the navigator in the AIController,
you have to override the “GetVariablesToSerialize” function. Refer to the section
“Displaying variables in the AI Controller” in order to learn how to achieve this.
Once you are done creating your navigators, you have to remember to refresh the
navigator cache by clicking the “Scan for new or deleted scripts” button within the
Others tab in any AIController.

Your new navigator will now appear:
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Here’s an example of a full custom navigator script (can be found in the Examples folder):
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Using AIGenericNavigator instead of AINavigator
If you handle all the movement logic yourself in your custom navigator (unlike the
AINavmeshNavigator and AIAstarNavigator that relies on external movement logic) you
can make your navigator a subclass of the AIGenericNavigator instead. This makes the
navigator creation process quicker as the AIGenericNavigator overrides the required
fields automatically for you. It also displays “maxSpeed” and “stoppingDistance”
automatically in the editor. Below is an example of how you can use AIGenericNavigator.

It looks like this in the AIController:
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Creating custom behaviour nodes
To start creating a custom behaviour node for behaviour trees, you create a new script. In
his example, it will be called “MyNode”. Then, you have to include the
“RaptorAI.Behaviours” namespace and make MyNode a subclass of “AIBehaviourNode”.
Once you have done that, you will need to implement the abstract members. See the last
section about creating custom navigators on how to do this if you are not sure.
Alternatively, you can just copy the code below.

After you have implemented the abstract members, you have to fill them in. If you are
unsure about what each function does, please refer to the last section about creating
navigators in order to find out what each function does. Note that the behaviour type you
specify is important. More about the different behaviour types in chapter 3.
If your node is composite it may have children, and you can access these nodes by the
variable “children”. If your node is a decorator it only has one child and you can use
“children[0]” to access it. Leaf nodes have no children and are purely “action” nodes.

Behaviour Properties
Behaviour properties are things that will show up when you click on the node in the
behaviour configuration editor. In order to add behaviour properties, you need to
override the “GetDefaultProperties” function like shown below.

To access the property within the Process function, you can either call the
“GetBehaviourProperty” function that finds the behaviour property by name or use the
“properties” array and use the index. You get the actual property value by calling the
“GetProperty<T>” function like shown below.

Different property types:
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You can also override the “GetInfo” function in order to display information when
clicking the “?” button within the behaviour tree configuration editor.

If you want your own texture or icon to show on your node within the editor, you have to
override the “GetBehaviourTexture” function. This texture must be within any Resources
folder. The string you return should be the name of the texture file within the Resources
folder.

If you need to get the current status that this behaviour node has, you can use the
“currentStatus” variable (this is the last status that the Process function returned).
This is the full example node (can be found in the Examples folder):
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When you are done, remember to update the node cache in the Other tab in the
AIController (see the last section about navigators to see how this is done).

Creating custom senses and objects
If you want to create your own custom sense, you will also need to create a corresponding
custom object that will be detected by your custom sense. You will therefore need to
create two scripts, which in this example will be called “MySense” and “MyObject”.
These scripts need to be subclasses of “AISense” and “AIObject” respectively. Make
sure you have included the RaptorAI namespace. Once you have done that, you have to
implement the abstract members. If you are unsure about how to do this, refer to the
section above about creating custom navigators or copy the code below.

Note that AI Objects do not have any abstract members that needs to be implemented.

Creating the object
We will first look at how we create the object first. This is because the sense will need to
use values from the object script. All you have to do with MyObject is to create the
variables that is going to be used by the MySense. AIObjects are data objects. The
variables you use will depend on the sense you are making. In this example, we will use
one variable that is going to be used by the sense called “myObjectValue”. The object
will also need to have a BoxCollider and Rigidbody on the same gameobject and this
rigidbody needs to be kinematic and not use gravity. These ‘terms’ are in this example
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purely random, but in your sense / object pair you will use the components that you
need. What the three following overridden functions do is described in a previous
chapter called “Overriding the AIBase virtual functions”.

The result when adding the object is the following:
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As you can see, “myObjectValue” shows up and the BoxCollider and Rigidbody
components have been added. The Rigidbody component is also properly setup after the
specified terms (gravity is turned off and isKinematic is set to true).

Creating the sense
Now that we have created the object, we need to create the sense to complete the pair. In
the typeToDetect getter, you simply return the typeof the object you want it to be able to
detect. In this case, we want our sense to detect the AIObject class, so we return “typeof
(AIObject)”. The “maxRange” is used to determine whether or not the DetectionUpdate
should be called or not based on the distance to the object. If the object is further away
than this distance, it will not be included in the DetectionUpdate list provided. In the
DetectionUpdate function, you have to create a for loop like the one below and you have
to call the AddDetectedObject for each detected object to flag them as detected.
Remember to call this function!

Now, we need to implement the actual detection code. This will depend on the type of
sense you are making and will not be the same as this example. You use the values
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provided by the myObject variable we just declared. The example above compares the
myObjectValue from the MyObject and if it is over 50 the object is “detected”. Again,
you will need to make your own detection checks.
You can also have data in your sense, like variables that need to show up. We could add
in a “errorMargin” variable for instance (see below).

You could then use this in your sense logic. The final script is the following:

It looks like this in the Inspector:
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Creating custom modules
To create a module, create a new C# script and make it a subclass of “AIModule”. Note
that you have to include the RaptorAI namespace. Then, you have to implement the
abstract members. Once you have done that, your script will look like this:

OnModuleStart will get called once the module is started. This happens when the agent is
instantiated / game is started or when it is manually called from other scripts you have
made.
UpdateModule will get called each time the AIController is updated and this is where the
main logic lies.
OnModuleStop will get called once other scripts explicitly stops the module.
AIModule is part of AIBase, so you can override those functions as well if you want to have
variables in the inspector for instance. See the “Overriding the AIBase virtual functions”
section for doing this.
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Displaying various DropDown menus instead of a regular string field
From v2.1, you can now use various [DropDown] attributes to display a dropdown menu
in the inspector instead of a regular string field. An example of this below:

This will look like this in the inspector:

As you can see, you can also create your own custom DropDown menus.
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